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A.S. funds help homecoming profit
Committee makes surplus;
plans for 1987 in progress
By DaY id Barry
Daily stall writer
The Associated Students Homecoming Committee finished the year
with a budget surplus of more than
$2.000.
Devesh Garg. A.S. director of
ethnic at fairs. made the announcement
at Wednesday’s meeting of the A.S.
hoard of directors.
"We didn’t know how our hills
Garg said al terwards. ’Bui
we finally got them all in. And we
made a proht."
The committee, according to the
final 1986-87 budget report, made a
total profit of $2,263.91 Mr the event
which lasted from Sept. 29 to Oct. 4.
A week ago, the budget had
showed a surplus ol $2.464.71. But

$200.80 had to be subtracted to pay or
tables that were missing after the street
fair.
In 1985. the homecoming committee -- because of losses incurred
by low shirt sales - ended up losing
money.
This year. the committee with
help of campus fraternities, sold all
250 T-shirts.
"We could have sold more
shirts." (lag said. "But alter last year
we wanted to play it sale. so we only
ordered 250.’’
The shirts which sold for $6
brought in a total of $260 to the committee. In addition, they received an
additional $1.000 front Santa Clara
County Transit for putting its logo on
the hack of the shirt. Garg said.

You can’t get a budget until you have a
committee, so I’m getting the committee
together early. I expect to have all the positions
filled soon.’
Dan Larke,
A.S. director of lllll munity affairs

The main reason the 1986 committee turned a profit %% as because of
the allocations given by the A.S hoard.
Garg said.
Initially . the committee received
a $2.000 allocation, hut needed an additional $2,600 when Bottomley Distributing. a homecoming sponsor or

three years. opted to sponsor an SJSU
Athletic Department event.
Without the $2.N10 the committee would have lost money
"In light of the problems we had.
such as losing Bottomley Distributing.
ii sk as a success." he said "The athletic department also helped us by get -

ling County Transit to sponsor the
shins."
Garg believed that the 1987
homecoming committee could learn
from the past one.
’The area where the next comnUttee could improve is gaining
sponsorship.’ Garg said.

The 1987 committee is already a
head ol previous homecoming committees In the past. committee memhers were usually chosen at the end ol
the spring semester and then worked
through the summer preparing tor the
week-long event.
But this year. Dan Larke. Homecoming Committee chairman and A.S.
director of conununity :Waits. is already in the planning stages for the
event.
He has already chosen two
alumni, three hoard directors and six
students Mr the 10 -person committee,
including the 1986 Homecoming King
and Queen.
He has to till only lour more positions.
"You can’t get a budget until you
have a committee. SO I’m getting the
committee together early I expect to
have all the positions tilled soon."
I.arke said.
l.arke believes that by choosing
the committee early . a us ill benefit the
entire event

Credit union
begins process
for approval

Strung out

By Das id Barry
Daily shill writer
The Washington Square Federal
Credit Union could he open by
Marc h
At least, that’s the hope ol Assokacil Students President Tom Boothe
.ind the credit union’s chairman of the
hoard Mike McLennan.
Their optimism was the result of a
Tuesday afternoon phone conversation
with Bruce Richardson. general counsel for SJSU and associate general
counsel for the California State University system.
Since Iasi week, when the A.S.
hoard of directors agreed to work with
the credit union, the main obstacle to
getting the operation under way has
been approval of the credit union’s
lease from the chancellor’s office.
The union w ill still have to wait

’We’re trailblazers.
This has never been
done before.’
Tom Boothe,
A.S. president
to have the lease lormally ;wormed by
Richardson.
But on Tuesday. Richardson gave
Boothe and McLennan the go ahead to
have the lease Mnnally approved at
SJSU.
At Wednesday’s A.S. hoard of
directors meeting, Mel .ennan explained the process that will be MI lowed before the Washington Square
See CREDI7 UNION, Intel, page

Business director
leaves A.S. board

,earge Sakkr-stad
Kathleen Hansen, a junior majoring in history, weaves placernats to
help raise fonds for the letiles program. Hansell said she hopes to he

Professionals offer
guidance to students
By Elisha Arnone
Daily staff writer
Today’s college students who aini
for a speciali/ed career may find they
can’t adapt to a changing lob market.
Quick -paced technology will shift
the job market every live to 10 years.
and those who can’t adapt will he out
of a job, said Carlene Young, SJSU
professor of psychology.
This was the consensus of five
black professional business pelvic
who discussed the topic ’’Black Pro
fessionals in the Job Market" as part

oi Black History Month.
All panelists said that the More
diversified a person’s skills are, the
better chance he has to hold a job
People are getting laid-off all the
time. said Daryle Morgan. college relations manager for Mervyn’s Department Store. "Have transferable skills
you can take to other parts of your
company."
The public relations department is
the first area to he cut during hard
times. Morgan said. "You have to he
See JOBS. back page
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accepted into art conservation. "The (weasingi equipment hasn’t
changed in over a thousand years, she said.

Dear readers,
The Spartan Daily
will not be publishing
Monday or Tuesday in
observation of
President’s Day
We’ll be back and
rested Wednesday
watch for us
Scott G Hamilton
Editor

Its Oa. id Barr)
Daily staff writer
For the second time in as many
weeks, a member ol the Associate Students Board of Directors has resigned
At Wednesday’s meeting. Scott
Davies stated in a letter to the hoard
that he is formally resigning from his
position as A.S. director of business
affairs.
Last week. Gabriel Miramontes.
A.S. controller, announced his resignation. He will formally step down
when a replacement has been chosen.
Davies’ resignation did not come
is a surprise to the hoard.
As early as last week. Davies had
indicated that he would resign. Applications for his job have been accepted
since that time. Today is the last day to
turn them in. said Victoria Johnson,
A.S. director of personnel

really learned a lot
about politics . . . it
really opened my
eyes.’
Scott Davies.
former A.S. director

Davies’ decision to step down
stemmed 1rom his small academic load
and his recent acceptance 01 a lull -time
job with a commercial mortgage broker.
"I’m only taking one class this
Si,’ IHREC70R. had, page

Business booming for print shop
New location credited
By Judith Faught
Daily staff wider
The new Associated Students Print Shop has been
doing better business than was projected. said Associated
Students Controller Gabriel Miramontes.
"The machines have been running to capacity and the
two-cents sale was successlid We are quite pleased." he
said.
"The three self-service copiers have been used almost
all day," saki Clayton Moraga. an A.S. Print Shop employee For five years. "The same thing with the mainframe.
The only day we get the slightest break is Friday.’’
Moraga credits the new location for the increase in
business.

4

The A.S. Print tiff,fy was located in the hott lllll ol the
Student Union. It now uses the space next to the Roost and
Spartan Bakery that Earth Toys, a defunct A.S. business,
had occupied.
Earth Toys, which sold and rented skiing and camping
equipment, had serious financial problems when the A.S.
decided to close it last spring.
The new location is null only inure %I.ohle hut also is
more spacious This allowed the shop to purchase inure
equipment The increase ol equipment has inade the shop
inure ebtucient
’People had to wait in long lines tat the old print
shoph sometimes up to 30 minutes.’ ’ said Paul Lee, A.S.
Print Shop manager. "Now the longest wait is about ten
minutes."
Lee said the lower prices have also been a factor in the
increase in business.
See PRINT SHOP. hack page
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Editorials

New wheelchair ramp too dangerous
Several wheelchair-bound students recently
voiced concern over safety aspects of the
new ramp being installed at the north end
ol the Business Tower. The ramp, in its final
stages of construction, should be completed
any day now.
The disabled students say the concrete
ramp becomes too slick when it rains, making
stopping or turning a dangerous proposition.
The students would like to see this problem addressed and solved.
We concur with these students.
Since the mid 1970s when the California
State University System mandated ramps and
other aids for disabled students he included in
future construction projects, educational Opportunities for the disabled have greatly increased.
This is especially true at SJSU, where ap-

proximately 350 students are currently usitil!
academic support services and counseling provided py the Disabled Students Service Center.
About 70 percent of these students are categorized as mobility-impaired. This means they
have one or more impairments inhibiting their
ability to move freely about campus. Most of
these students utilize wheelchairs as a primary
mode of transportation.
SJSU has an outstanding reputation with
regard to meeting the diverse needs of these
special students. Let’s not allow this reputation
to be tarnished by an unfortunate accident involving a disabled student trying to maneuver a
slick ramp.
SJSU should explore possible solutions to
this unacceptable situation before even considering opening this ramp to traffic.

Makeup an eyesore to the budget
She prolsibly has per’i insee
t> a! SJSU
of which at least
lectly collie,’ hair. a decent wardrobe
tine article with include something with Greek letters em and enough makeup to start her own cosN ’,self on it
metic company .
how long did it take her to get that "fresh look?" How
much money did it cost her?
An article in Product Marketing magatine states that III
1454 women across America spent $15.8 billion on cosmet
ics. That figure is the most recent
analysis. and the numbers for
1986 probably won’t he out for another three years. It takes them
that long to count all the loot.
If that seems hard to comprehend consider this:
Lancome Cosmetic Co.. a Paris -based corporation,
sells beauty products all over the world. Here in America
the prices sirs, hut at Macy’s Valley Fair a beginner’s
makeup kit. which consists of one stick of lipstick, a bottle
ot Inundation. mascara, blush and an eye pencil costs are
you sitting down?, $63 plus tax.
These figures are staggering. Sixteen billion dollars
could do a lot tor this country. Think how many homeless it
could house It would take a healthy dent out of the national
deficit.
Instead, the money is fueling the lire of female insecurity .
Because cosmetic companies convince their consumers
that regular soap and water won’t take the stuff off, they
constantly introduce new cleansing products. This is how
they make most of their money. lancome’s tonic freshener
and skin toner cost 535. Ounce for ounce that’s more than
the makeup.
The media and cosmetic companies work together to
perpetuate the myth of what constitutes female beauty. But
what it advances clearly reflects the priorities and percepmales.
tions of those who run the companies
An example is the Cover Girl advertising campaign;
it’s obvious the campaign was fonnulated by men. Why
would a female executive in an advertising agency have
in a skimpy swimsuit for no apparent
Christy Brinkley
reason
talking about the benefits of non -greasy makeup?
Elaine Tyler May illustrated this silly obsession with
makeup perfectly in her novel "Great Expectations."

CHAIN REACT’ OKI

Forum Page Policy
Deborah J.
Kaplan

Viewpoint

maim
which is set during and alter World War 1. (Inc 01
points 01 the hook is that women need synthetic heauts to
attract a "good husband." Revenues in the cosmetic industry went from $17 million in 1914 to $141 million in
1925 -- and this was during wartime.
an era in which women are
Now we’re in the ’80s
taken seriously in the male -dominated work lorce. We fuse
proven that we can stand on om intellectual merits. But
women still "put on their laces" e et.) do m keep that
’beauty- stereotype intact
Most cosmetics arc simply not good for the skin. The
oils they contain clog pores which keeps the makers of
Oxy-10 and other tit -busters rolling in the dough Even the
cover-ups, which arc supposed to hide pimples actually’
make them look worse
Betty Lokay, area manager for Illtique Skill Care of
California. said that most of her clients are young women
who have skin problems Irom wearing too much makeup or
from trying to cover up already -damaged skin.
In the total breakdown of who buys %hat and how
much in the cosmetic market, women greatly outnumber
men.
Men represent only 7 percent ol the total market, and
the products they buy are shaving cream and after -shave lotion . The remaining 93 percent include women’s fragrances, women’s hair products. cosmetics and skin products.
The big question is: Why? Are women so insecure that
they need to hide behind a screen of foundation and face
powder? What ever happened to the concept that beauty.
true beauty, comes from within’?
Put it in the Santa Claus-Easter Bunny tile

The forum page offers an opportunity to express
s IM important issues.
1 he Spartan Daily encourages readers 111 ix rile. letters to the editor. 5.11 letters must bear the’ 14 riter’s
name, niojor, phone number and class !eye!. Phone
numbers and ;1111111) 111011S letters w ill not be printed.
Delis er letters to the Daily 111TiCe 011 1111: ,e(1111(1 floor
of [Night Bentel Hall, or at the information center in
the Student I nion.
I he Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel, length, taste and clarity.

Letter to the Editor
Older players add a lot to baseball
Editor.
In his colunin,"Eull Count" oh Wednesday Feb. 4.
Sports Editor Len Gutman suggested that baseball players
"past their prime- like Reggie Jackson. Pete Rose. Ron
Cey and others should retire.
Gutman doesn’t realize, however, that baseball thrives
on its history. Stories are told through the ages about the
legends of baseball; old-timers telling their grandchildren
about Babe Ruth. Dizzy Dean and Joe DiMaggio.
My point is that hundreds of eight -year-olds will go to
the ballpark this year and watch Reggie Jackson as they are
told the story of why they call him "Mr. October.- They
will (hopefully) see Pete Rose sliding headfirst into second
base as their elders talk about the famous Big Red Machine
of the ’70s.
Perhaps 12 years from now these eight -year-olds will
write columns for their college newspapers about the first
baseball game they ever saw, and they will he able to say: I
saw Jackson, Blue, Rose and soon, And they will he able to
retell the story of baseball as it was told to them.
Mike C ttersch
Freshman
Journalism

Waste disposal: it’s time to conserve for the future
Garbage . . . Ugh!
Imagine yourself amid the city dump. What do you
see? Empty boxes, piles of tin cans, old tires, furniture,
plastic containers . . the list is humongous.
But dumps are not the only place garbage is disposed.
We Imil refuse everywhere: in homes, offices. industry,
%Ins+, parks, on the streets
almost everywhere.
Currently. about 1.5 tons of garbage are collected in
Santa Clara County in a single year. This means that each
one of us contributes mn average of five pounds per day.
Paper makes up more than half of
the tonnage. plastic and glass
make up for 1(1 percent each, food
scraps account for 20 percent and
various metals combine to make 11) percent.
;
Because there is nowhere else to store garbage but in
the dumps. we are laced with problems like lack of space
mut t ontamination
When we loss our garbage, we seldom think about its
qnal destination We simply unwrap the cellophane cover
ml our TV dinner and throw it away. At the dump. that piece
in plastic may neyer decompose.
Plastics. aluminum and glass are the types of waste
that are not biodegradable. So the land will not decompose
these materials into their dillerent elements, or into simpler
compounds
Even with biodegradable materials, such as paper, iron
iy steel, it is not cost effective or efficient to tel the soil do
the lob.

Viewpoint

WHO ARE
YOU?

Rosa
Tong

It takes 74 percent less energy to use scrap metal than
to mint ore: and we conserve water in the process. In addition, pollution and mining wastes are diminished considerably.
Unfortunately . appearance is one ol the most important
qualifications lOr a product to he marketable. It looks fancier when a toothbrush is sold in a hard -plastic case, rather
than in a cellophane -wrapped box. We. the consumers, support this idea by paying for the cost of packaging.
It’s possible In recoxer energy front waste that is not
biodegradable. This means transfornung garbage into synthetic fuel so that it can replace many of the natural resouces
we daily deplete.
The federal government began to stress conservation in
190 with the Solid Waste Disposal Act. But until 1973.
When- laws were changed, recycling was discouraged because tax laws and freight rates benefited private industries

WE GET RID OF
ASBESTOS. WE

THE LECTURE
ROOM’S DOWN THE
t4 ALL . WHY ARE YOU
LOOKING FOR
OVER HERE?

HEARD -11-1ERE’S
SOME NEAR THE
LECTURE ROOM.

).

using raw materials.
Government institutions issue regulations; that is their
Ob. But what do we do’? Continue to pollute in order to
keep these officials employed’?
We are a society of spoiled individuals Perhaps it was
not our choice to be subordinated by time factors. But these
circumstances have made us rely on ready -to-consume
items.
We are brainwashed by luxury, colorful labels and big
signs. We like individually -packaged products because they
look neat. A lot of these conveniences makes life easier.
But have you considered that we are also spoilers of
our own society’?
We spoil the land by dumping wastes that turn into
toxic compounds, which are then filtered into the ground
water. We leave piles of garbage after a concert. or after a
game because, after all, that’s a public place. and there’s
plenty of room for an empty bottle. And because he and she
did it. I will too.
If I don’t care, he will care less, and she will not even
pay. attention. Soon our natural resources will shrink to extinction levels.
Waste control seems to be an endless problem as long
as mankind lives. But we do have a choice; we have control
over ourselves. We can be more responsible with our future.
Before you throw this newspaper away, think about the
dump. What would this newspaper be after recycling’? What
would it he in the dump’?

11-IERE’S MORE

LIGHT OvER HERE:)

Peddling Backwards
Paula Ray
Christiansen

Condom -nonsense

T,,,,ay

is Friday the 13th.
Tomorrow is Valentine’s Day.
Next week is National Condom Week.
In other words, if you decide to give your one and -only more than your heart tonight. hut you don’t
want to suffer the consequences of an untimely decision based on superstitious beliefs, be informed and
take adequate precaution.
National Condom Week is a good idea.
My only concern with the actiY ’ties planned for
next week at SJSU and around the nation is that the
message may he lost in transmittal.
Condom hisses and water "balloon- lights are
hardly responsihle ways of educating young adults
about birth control and AIDS prevention.
If we are not careful. National Condom Week
will become just another cause celebre. rather than an
opportunity to change attitudes and educate individuals about prevention of some not -so -funny problems in
today’s society.
Yes, a lot of people will have a good time playing
games and receiving prizes - they’ll get a good
laugh out of the events.
But. unwanted pregnancy is not a joke.
And AIDS is anything hut funny.
irth control and protection against disease are
serious issues.
A lot of people don’t know about taking
carc of themselves, and - where sex is concerned
a lot of sensitive questions remain unanswered because people are afraid to ask them.
Topics of conversation that make us nervous are
often joked off, relieving us of emotions we’d prefer
not to deal with.
Confusion, fear, and embarrassment are not
going to he removed by treating sensitive issues insensitively and immaturely. This only adds to the childish
giggles and red faces that have kept the timid shy for
so long.
We are students at a university, presumably old
enough to handle a certain atnount of adult -type re
sponsihilities and, obviously. old enough to handle
or so we think.
sex
Why. then, are we at raid to lace this issue with
an adult attitude and choose instead to revert hack to
childhood games that only mask its seriousness’?
Confusion about AIDS, which is killing thousands (thousands who are not all homosexuals), and
misinformation about contraception that only adds to
the national problems of welfare and homelessness require a concentrated effort toward aduh changes in behavior.
have a sense of humor and I enjoy a good time.
Ido
But I believe that actions speak louder than words.
The embarrassment and confusion that surrounds
the use of birth control and protection will he relieved
only when we choose to confront our fears rather than
evade them in jest.
There are too many people who are more naive
than we want to believe
young people trying to
deal with adult issues without adequate information.
These are the ones we need it) reach.
I’ve often heard it said that if you treat children as
adults and don’t hide things from them, they will develop an adult sense of responsibility
It seems, then. that the reverse is probably also
true.
If you treat adults as children, they will come
through with childish attitudes.
Fun and games are great for kids, but when we
decide to take on adult fun we’d better be ready to do
more than play "Ring around the Roses’ "
Paola Ray Christiansen. City Editor. cautions
you 1111 Frido the 13th, vi Who. 011 a happy 5. alen.
tine’s I /ay and hopes you will recognize National
’ondom Week as an effort to prevent you from
being an .1pril oid in a few weeks.
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Soviet agents beat protesters
MOSCOW (AP.)
Security agents heat protesters
and used snowplows to drive them oil a Moscow street
yesterday, the fourth day of rallies seeking the release 01
Jewish activist Josef Begun.
Police briefly detained 14 people, including Be gun’s wile and son.
The agents, who wore civilian clothes. also
roughed up Western reporters and television crews covering the protest. which drew about 20 people at Moscow’s Arhat shopping mall.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Gennady Gerasimov
later told reporters that young toughs, not security
agents. were responsible for breaking up the protest.
However, it was clear at the scene that the plainclothesmen were not teen-age vigilantes. They were well organized and were backed by uniformed police and
snowplows.
All of those detained.- seven at the protest site and
six on their way there - were released after a fel hours.
Six were fined $77 for "petty hooliganism.- Police also
briefly detained a Western correspondent.

Photo illustration by Nancy Nadel
alcurtiruss Day is tiiiiiiirrrisi and yilung hat ers like
those above find themselves swept away with a
’t

rous feelings. Still. smart couples are remembering
National Condom %%eek and practicing safe sex.

Week honors condoms
by Judith laugh!
Daily staff writer
National Condom Week is coming.
SJSU is celebrating the anent
with three days of twit% toes planned to
inform students about condom use.
said Annabelle Ladao. an SJSU Acquired Immune Deficiency Sy ndrome
educational committee member.
Nationally . it begins on February
14. Valentines Da) .
"The purpose of National Condom Week is to desensitize condoms
as a use of birth control." Ladao said.
The events are meant to present
condoms in a lighthearted. fun way
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She hopes the light attitude will gel
people interested, she said.
A sate -se s orkshop conducted
by sexologist Clark Tay lor from the
Sexologist Sex Health Project is
scheduled for Tuesday. The presentation, described as a "hands-on’
v.orkshop, v II include information
such as him to use a condom and how
to make them condonable to use.
A condom pentathalon in which
contestants will compete in five events
is the highlight of Wednesday.
Among the events for the day will
he a "pin the condom on the man"
game, a condom balloon bust where
the contestants mill blow up a condom
until it bursts, and a pregnant man
competition with males dressed as if
they were expecting.
The competitions begin at 11:30
a.m. in the An Quad.
A humorous film from Planned
Parenthood
entitled.
"Condom
Sense.’’ will he the Thursday offering.
The 25 -minute movie will he held in
the Student Union Loma Prieta Room
at 12:30 p.m.
Free condoms, donated by the
National Condom Week Committee.
,ind informational pamphlets will he

distributed on campus during the
week.
Similar National Condom Week
presentations will be given at University of California at Berkeley, San
Francisco State Uni% ersity . and University of CalilOrnia at Danis. as well
as other colleges across the country.
Ladao said.
National Condom Week is entering its ninth year with over 70 colleges
across America participating, said
Charles Mayer. National Condom
Week coordinator for the United
States.
The main goal of the whole program is to encourage condom use as an’
attempt to stop unwanted pregnancies
and sexually transmitted diseases.
Mayer said.
Mayer hopes that National Condom Week will increase male responsibility and involvement in the choice
and use of contraception and encourage discussion of alternative birth control methods.
"We realize it’s a touchy issue.
so we try to do it lightheartedly.
Through humor, you educate," he
said.
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Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a
’alentine’s Day flower sale from K
a .111. 10 3 p.m. today in front of the
Student Union. Call Scott Nakajima at
277-3(143 for information.
The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society is sponsoring a publishing
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Apathy at 293-6491 for information.
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The Philosophy Department is
sponsoring a lecture by Bruce Russell
on the "Two Forms of Ethical Skepticism" at 3:30 p.m. today in Faculty
Office, Room 104. Call Stephen Voss
at 277-2871 for information.
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WASHINTON 1APF President Reagan proposed
yesterday that Congress protect 30 million elderly Americans "from the worst fear of old age" by enacting insurance covering the devastating costs of catastrophic illness.
Overruling conservative opposition. Reagan recommended that the government cover all hospital and doctor expenses under Medicare after a patient had paid $2,01X) out of his own pocket. The extra coverage would
to Medicare readd $4.92 a month $59 annually
cipients’ $17.90 monthly "Part B" premium.
The program, the result of more than a year’s debate within the administration, would not cover longterm nursing home care or expenses such as prescription
drugs and eye or dental care.

Nazi names released
WASHINGTON (API -- A Nazi -hunting group
said yesterday it supplied the Justice Department with
names of 74 suspected war criminals who came to the
United States following World War II after serving in
military units that killed tens of thousands of Jews in
Eastern Europe.
Lawyers for the Simon Wiesenthal Center of Los
Angeles said they were assembled from a variety of
sources, including archives in the Soviet Union, the
names of the former Lithuanian and Latvian soldiers assigned to units under the control of the Nazi SS.
"The units these men belonged to were part of Hit ,
ler’s Final Solution, which was more successful in Lithuania and I.atvia than any where else." Rabbi Marvin
Hier, dean of the Wiesenthal Center. told a news conference.
Hier also urged Attorney General Edwin Meese III
tin move swiftly to deport tin the Soviet Union Karl Lin’
nay, an accused Nazi collaborator whose U.S. citizenship was revoked in 19111.

The Theater Arts Department is
presenting the play "Fool or Love"
in the Studio Theater of Hugh Gillis
Hall today and tomorrow at 8 p.m.
Call Michelle Stone at 277-3190 for
information.

The black fraternities and sororities of SJSU are hosting the Ninth Annual Greek Shuns Irian I to 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom. Call Andre C’hapman at 9985377 for information.
The black fraternities and sororities of SJSU are hosting a dance from
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. toniorrow in the Student Union Ballwin. Call Andre
Chapman at 998-5377 for information.

tor inlormation.
The black fraternities and sororities of SJSU are hosting a tournament
championship from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Sunday in the Men’s Gymnasium, Call
Andre Chapman at 998-5377 for information.
The black fraternities and sororities of SJSU are hosting a dance starting at 9 p.m. at 99 N. Bascom Ave.
Call Andre Chapman at 998-5377 for
in !Orman ion

The black fraternities and sororities of SJSU are hosting a basketball
tournament from noon to 4 p.m. Sunday in the Women’s Gymnasium. Call
Andre Chapman at 998-5377 for information .
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On
Saturday, Feb. 14, 10am-3pm
at Sigma Chi’s House
Across from the Business Tower
S3 per car
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Join us for rarely performed
inspirational music of Duke Ellington
compoed near the end of his life
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The Career Planning and Placement Center is oflering Resume I, a
session on how to prepare marketable
letters and resumes at 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Student Union Costa
roan Room.
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The Geology Club is sponsoring le,
ture by James Gardner Irom the U.S
Geological Survey at 12,30 p.m. Tuesday in Duncan Hall, ROOM 311. The
topic is "An Amazing New View of
the Sea Floor. Call the Geology Department at 277-2385 for information.

Health Protess.ons ScholareNO Repay,
leilrrle how Ma Armed
school expenses I unclerstanO there is noOtagation
can Wpm my
Bo, 2865
Mad INS coupon to Armed FORMS Scholarships
YUlu
Hunbngton Stahon NY 11746-2102
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and the African Greek Letter Council

Peel McClellan I an Ann Dishes; Johns,

Hillel Jewish Student Association
is sponsoring a Tuesday Lunch and
Learn session at noon Tuesday in he
Hillel office of the Campus Ministry
Building. Rabbi Allan Berkowitz will
discuss "Jewish Values and the Modern Man.’ Lunch will he served and
costs $2.
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SAN FRANCISCO I API
An orangutan named
Oliver will leave the San Francisco Zoo inn Valentine’s
Day to take up with twin lonely females in Alabama.
The 6-year-old orangutan will replace a male who
died last year at the Birmingham Zoo.
"He’ll be king of the hill." zoologist Mike Sulak
told a news conference on Wednesday. "I don’t know if
I’d choose to go to Birmingham, hut the weather will he
great, the zoo is building a new ape house, and there will
he two females mauling for him."
Oliver will 1,liii IS -year-old Cheli and her 5 -yearold daughter. I /al.% . tomorrow in Birmingham.
"We’ll miss hum, but he’ll be happy.’’ said zoo
volunteer Ginny N’etter.
Rita, the zoo’s 21 -year-old female orangutan,
began harassing young Oliver recently. said Sulak.
"It’s normal behavior." he said. "She’s telling Oliver it’s time tin move on to bigger and better things, to
start a family of his own."
In another year or so. he said. Oliser will he old
enough tin mate, hut his 110-pound physique will not develop into the 250-pound body of a mature male orangutan for six more years.

Campus Crusade for Christ is
sponsoring a leadership training class
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
South Hills Church. Call Dan Ryder at
294-4249 for information.
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The SJSU Black Faculty and Staff.

Special Sections Account Etrecuthies

Nierliating Conaultents
Michael lborn inane Garrett

Orangutan gets two gals

In fact, we’ll even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend That’s in
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees
It’s all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
And here is how it works,
If you’re selected for a Physician’s Scholarship -from the Army. Navy. or A.,
Force -you’re commissioned as an officer in the Reserves
While you’re in school, you’ll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience After graduation, you wall serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received
As an Armed Forces physician you’ll receive officer s pay and benefits, and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours You II also see a diversity of
patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology
But most important. while you’re in medical school well help pay the bills
For more information, send in thus coupon There is no Nig at,on

I

Presented by

Susanne 7enak,

/141,5111511 lient, OM.

.

The sixteen piece Randall Keith Horton
Gospel Orchestra with choir and special guests

ACCOurd Eeecuthree
Carol Huber Sharon Cron. Bones Crawahaw

/.5,554,5:1

.

Featuring

Karen Walter

Trvia

STANFORD (AP) - Stanford University has announced a 6 percent tuition increase beginning in the
Fall. raising the total cost lor the acadeniic year, including room and hoard. to $16.105.The In percent increase
brings undergraduate tuition at Stanford in 1987-118 to
$ 1 1.10t0.
Stanford is currently the both most expensive university in the 16-member Consortium of Higher Education, a group that includes the eight I%) League schools
and eight other comparable institutions.
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The black fiaternities and sororities of SJSU are hosting a picnic from
3 to 5 p.m. Sunday at the barbecue
pits. Call Andre Chapman at 998-5377
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Stepped up
licing by the Federal Aviation Administration since a
collision over Cerritos killed 112 people last year has led
to 109 enforcement actions in three states. the FAA said
yesterday
Of the fise terminal control areas. or TCAs. in the
FAA’s western Pacific region. 39 pilots were notified of
alleged TCA intrusions around Los Angeles. 39 around
Las Vegas. Nev.. 15 around San Diego, 10 around San
Francisco and six around Honolulu since Sept. I . 1986,
said DeWitte T. Lawson Jr.. regional counsel for the
FAA.Only two pilots have surrendered their licenses in
these cases. Lawson said, while all the rest remain unresolved.
At a news conlerence yesterday. Lawson was one
of three FAA representatives who talked about increased
TCA enforcement following the collision of an Aeromexico DC -9 and a small plane mer Cemtos last Aug.
31.H C McClure, director ol the western Pacific region. insisted "the aviation system in this nation is the
salest in the world, and the FAA intends to keep it that
way. "As an example. he said. contmllers had to oiler
guidance to aircraft 18.474 times in Southern Calilornia
on Jan. 24. the day before the Super Bowl in Pasadena.
"All were made safely with no errors." McClure
said.
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San Jose artists ex]
By Tom Dunlap
Daily staff writer
"Study ot the Dispersion Rate of
Kama Sutra Oil on a Bumpy Surface."
This is just one title of the 96
pieces of art on display in the Third
Annual Valentine Invitational Exhibition and Silent Auction at the San Jose
Institute of Contemporary Art.
Each piece deals in one way or
another with the themes of Valentine’s

To MY

Day.
The exhibit features artists from
San Jose "who have been involved in
art in this area within the last live
years," said Institute Director Loida
Sorensen. many of them students or
graduates of SJSU’s Art Department.
"SJSU’s art program is important
to keeping the San Jose art community
together and for developing nev.
blood," Sorensen said.

The final evening for the exhibit
is tonight from 5:30 to 10 p.m. when
the institute holds a closing party.
The public is invited to the festivities. Champagne and desert will he
served after the silent auction closes.
Sorensen said.
The number of pieces has nearly
tripled from the first show three years
ago, she said.
The closing party has become
more popular too, she said.
"Last year we had a horrible rainstorm on Valentine’s Day. Most of the
area was blacked out." she said. "We
still had power, and a couple hundred
people showed up."
She expects a better turnout this
year. she said.
The institute may not occupy the
same First Street building next year.
Sorensen said, but the show will continue wherever it is.
Although the gallery’s present
rent is "phenomenally low." it will
rise as downtown’s renovation is completed. forcing the institute to find another space, she said.

Love

George Sakkestad Daily

Val

Each artist was invited to submit
a piece, provided it lit the dimensions,
eight inches square or smaller, put
forth by the gallery, Sorensen said.
Museum visitors or art buyers
"silently" hid for individual pieces ai
the institute by writing their hid on a
piece of paper that lists the artist, the
title, a description of material used,
the retail price and the previous bids.
"We don’t see a lot of bids until
the final evening.’’ Sorensen said.
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Valentine legends pierce hearts through the
By Deborah G. t.uadan
Daily staff writer
Valentine’s Day, known in modern America as a day for love
and roses, originated with the
death of a priest. St. Valentine died at
the hands of Claudius II in Rome on
Feb. 14, 270.
St. Valentine. as the legend goes,
was seized for giving aid to Christians.
While in prison, he cured a jailer’s
daughter of blindness. For this, the
emperor had Valentine beaten with
clubs and then beheaded. In 4%, Pope
Gelasius set aside this date to honor
him.
Another legend expands on this
story saying Valentine fell in love with
the jailer’s daughter and wrote her letters, signed "From your Valentine."
Like all legends, these are based
on hritory hut are accepted as tact
when hooks and enc)clopedias eon untie the stories through time.
The holiday, celebrated as early
as the 7th century. originally corn-

inemorated the martyrdom of St. Valentine.
By the 14th century, the religious
significance was overshadowed by the
nonreligious customs still associated
with the day.
practices of Valentine’s Day
The
traditionally originated because
people believed this was the day
birds started to mate. St. Valentine
soon became known as the patron ol
lovers and this day was designated for
young men and women to choose their
true loves.
This pan of the legend may also
he associated with the Feast of Lupercalla, celebrated by pagan Romans on
February IS. The feast was named in
honor of the god Lucercus, an equivalent of the Greek god Pan.
On the eve of the l.upercalia,
young people held a celebration of
their own, declaring their love fix one
another, proposing marriage or choosing partners for the following year.

One of the earliest creators of sal
entines, called "poetical or anion,’ is
addresses." was a young Frenchman.
Charles. Duke of Orleans. He was
taken prisoner at the Battle of Agincourt in 1415 and for several years was
confined in the Tower of London
While imprisoned, he sent many
poems or "valentines" to his wife in
France.
first commercial valentines
The
appeared about ItI(X). Originally
simple declarations of affection,
valentines evolved into artistic messages with traditional symbols such as
turtledoves, lovers’ knots, bows and
arrows, cupids and bleeding hearts
all emblems connected with love and
lovers.
Television’s influence on contemporary America has greatly increased the visibilty of this holiday.
Greeting card advertisements in addition to ads for candy and flowers have
made Valentine’s Day almost a second
Christmas.

Senior liberal studies motor Teresa Stevie sells bouqueb
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I’Mortunately. the push to renew
the downtown area may cause a "Soho
ss ndrome," Sorensen said.
That happens when young artists go into an industrial area. rent
IR,: work spaces and iii art culture begins to emerge. onix to he pushed out
later hy retail businesses.’ she said.
That happened in New York
’s Soho neighborhood, as well as
areas of Dallas and Chicago. Sorensen
said
There should he a program to
keep alternative arts going in San Jose,
she said. A thriving art culture should
be an important pan of downtown San
Jose. she added.
Besides the "Study of the Dispersion Rate . . . . the artwork includes An Amorous Adventure in the
Arboretum." "My Coloring Book."
and "Suburban Lawn."
Lucy Gaylord, who is working on
her \ faster of Fine Arts degree at
SJSt T. designed the latter.
"Suburban Lawn" is a 10-inch.
black -and -white TV painted white and
black with haby-bottle nipples glued to
the screen in the shape of a heart.
Little plastc babies sit on the upper
edge. and a matrimony scene. the
%eikling cake kind, tops off the piece.
The TV still works. "Suburban
faun.’ retails for SMX).
Even with all the serious artwork
adorning the institute’s walls, the staff
hadlime for a little joke.
Exhibit no. 61 is the gallery’s red
lir: extinguisher, entitled "The Extinguisher of Love."
It even has one hid so far.

George Sakkestad
Susie Kocher, left, a sophomore majoring in social science,
looks at or maybe participates in a work of Valentine’s
Day art now on display at the San Jose Institute of
Contemporary Art. Above, this is one of a number of unique
pieces now u n display at the South First Street museum.

the ages

Michael Burke

Looking for a romantic spot where you
can have a good time and a good meal
for a gtxx.1 price? Here in the Santa Clara
Valley, there are a lot of good deals and here
are a few of them:
The Baja Saloon. at 499 E. Hamilton
Ave. in Campbell. is offering a Valentine’s
platter for two, from 5 to 9 p.m.. which includes a chile relleno, two tacos, a tostada.
burrito, a mini-chimichanga, an enchilada.
rice, beans, two glasses of champagne and a
flower for the lady for $9.95.
In addition, the Baja will offer a Valentine’s Day party which will he hosted by Los
Gatos-based KATD radio station. Radio personalities will he on hand to give out albums
and cassettes, roses and various other prizes.
The Santa Clara location of the Good
Earth restaurant. at 2705 The Alameda. is giving away free dinners, fmm 5-9 p.m., to those
who bring their favorite home-made Valentine.
They are also having a guess-the -number-ofhearts-in-the -fishbowl contest, of which forst
prize is a free dinner.
The California Cafe in Valley Fair shopping centerwill be having special entrees for
Valentine’s, from 5-9 p.m. They also have live
entertainment and a free long stem rose for
women.

Rilly staff
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Chuck LaDuca, a technician in the Division of Technology, selects
Valentine’s Day card for his daughter and his wife of 21 years.

Area specials abound
kl)111-.111 J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer

dvv,Ird I o,lesf11,1

Daily staff photographer

Vallco’s El Torito is having their Two
Hearts Eat As One special. The entrees are fajitas for $19.95, combination dinners for $13.95
and build-your-own -tacos for $ 16.95. The
special also consists of complimentary champagne, tortillas and Kahlua mousse.
Downtown San Jose’s own D.B. Cooper’s at 163 E. Santa Clara St. is offering red roses to the first 200 women and
champagne with dinner will be at a special
price.
Baxter’s. at 19624 Stevens Creek Blvd..
Cupertino, is offering a plethora of beef and
scampi entrees. Included in the special is a bottle of champagne and a souvenir photo.
Scott’s Seafood Grill & Bar, in downtown
San Jose’s Park Center Plaza, is having a jazz
hand playing jazz classic love songs. The restaurant sits on top of a six -story garage, and the
view of the city lights below make a romantic
spot for dancing.
For a dale with a different twist, try a visit
to the Los Gatos Tanning Center and Sun
Shop. An introductory offer includes six visits
at 30 minutes each for $18.95.
One month of unlimited visits costs
$69.95, three months costs $159.95 and six
months costs $249.95. All of these special offers are available only through Valentine’s
Day. The tanning center is located at 114B
Royce in downtown Los Gatos.

There are still a few hours
to send Valentine flowers
By Paige Norge!
Daily staff writer

ders of mixed-spring flower arrangements as well as orchids."

Have you waited ’til the last minute to buy flowers for that special person? Well, there’s still
hope - - if you act quickly.
Valentine’s Day, one of the biggest holidays in the flower business; is
tomorrow (in case you forgot). and if
you can’t afford an expensive dinner.
but want more than a card, flowers are
your best bet.
"Business is very, very busy this
year. said Pauline Mieuli. owner of
Downtown Navlet’s. "We’re sending
out literally hundreds of orders."
Flower-giving trends are beginning to change as more and more
women are ordering Valentine flowers
for men, she said.
"They send mostly roses." she
said.

NavleEs, on the corner of Bird
and Park avenues in San Jose. is a
family owned business which has been
a part of San Jose for more than 100
years. Mieuli said her family has
owned the shop Mr niore than 80
years.
Arrangements from Navlet’s
range from $20 to $150. allowing a selection for all income brackets. Mieuli
said Valentine bouquets can include
such items as stuffed hears, candy and
cut glass vases.
If you need to send flowers to a
distant city, you might he out of luck if
you didn’t plan ahead. Mieuli said
many people order in advance to assure delivery.
"People do accept flowers a day
or two in advance." she said. "Many
(people) order early . "
Mieuli said she likes Valentine’s
Day because her customers purchase
flowers with a loved one in mind.
"It’s such a loving holiday." she
said. "Flowers never say an unkind
word.**

Valentine’s Day doesn’t just
But
mean long-stemmed roses anymore, Mieuli said.
"Everybody connects Valentine’s Day with roses." she said. "But
we’re sending out more and more or-
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Basketball team
takes on Utah St.
SJSU looks for win after layoff
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
they play
Call them young
only one senior.
they
Call them inconsistent
are only 11 -11 after starting the year
with a victory over Par: II) contender
Washington
Call them a setenili IcLit t’
team
thei are 5-7 in IVA A pl:o
and tied with two other teams
But don’t call the Utah State Aggies a pushoser or a mini tor a loss
They have the potential on any
given night to he a line basketball
team.
And SJSU basketball coach Bill
Berry. who will take his team into
Logan. Utah for Saturday night’s contest against the Aggies, is well aware
of how dangerous they can he
For starters. the Aggies play a

Spartans on the Air
Time:
KHTT (1500 AM) Air
615 p.m Game Time: 630 p m Saturday
different prune than SJSU While the
Spartans re Is n solid delense and a
set-up ottenw. Utah St IN ahAay,
100k ing iii rut) the last break
"They play an up-tempo game.
rebound well and use the three-point
shot." Berry said. ’’They are a lot like
UC’-Irvine and Las Vegas...
: Utah State head coach Rod Thriller agreed with Berry.
"Our styles are ddlerent. We’re
an up’ tempo team and they play excellent defense." Tueller said "SO it
should be an interesting game...
Secondly, the Aggies can he
tough at home. This year. they are
only 5-5 overall and 3-3 in PCAA
play. But they can he tough as was
witnessed by Saturday night’s I(6-1113
victory over IX-Irvine.
"We lost had on Thursday (Feb.
5) night to Las Vegas I 113-78) but we
showed a lot of pride by coming hat k
on Saturday against Irvine." Tueller
said.
SJSU has not been a great road
learn as well. Overall they are 3 9. and
in league action they :UV 2 s On their
v dropped
most recent road ii

its I)i three games
"It’s real important that we win
on the road." Berry said. "It will give
ll minnentuni toward the playoffs."
Utah St also features a well-balanced lineup. They currently have
three players scoring in double figures.
Kevin Nixon. the team’s starting
point -guard, is averaging 18.3 points
pet gallaC. Reid Newey, a 6-loot -S.
inch sophomore, is averaging 15.2
points and Danny Conway. a 6-foot -8 inch sophomore averages 15 points per
contest.
"Nixon presents the most trouble:* Berry said. "He’s their point guard and he’s real good. He can drive
and pass the hall off. Reid Newey can
shoot trum the outside. Inside they are
big and physical."
However, let’s not forget SJSU.
After a grueling 10 days that saw
the Spartans play five games. they
have had a week-long rest.
"When you’re playing that many
games, you don’t have time to practice
or work on things," Berry said.
"We’ve used this week for that purpose."
They’ve also shown signs in the
last two games (ri Feb. 5 victory over
Iry ine 95-70 and an 83-74 loss to
No. 1-ranked UNLV on Saturday) as
being a team on the move.
"We’re improving and we’re getting better every week." Berry said.
’We’re more consistent and more
confident. We’re starting to jell as a
team."
The team is indeed getting more
balanced scoring.
In addition to Ricky Berry (20.1
points per game) and George Puou
1(2.6). the Spartans have been getting
increased production from Reggie
Owens anti Gerald Thomas.
In the last two gaines. Owens has
scored 28 points and torn down 29 rebounds. Meanwhile, Thomas has
red 24 points.
"Reggie’s playing better and
Gerald is playing with more confidence.’’ Berry said.
Now if they all play like they
have been playing
they can call in a
win.

SJSU men’s golf team
sixth after one round

ti
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SJ$1,1’s Chris Lasaea heats the throe back to second base against
Stanislaus State Tuesday. The Spartans, despite the muddy lield.

Baseball team blanked by SCU;
Spartans prepare for Davis series
By Stephen Ellison
Daily staff writer
With the weather so glum and
clutch hitting so sparse, the past
week was not a rewarding (-me for the
SJSU baseball team.
After defeating Stanislaw. Stale
8-3 on Tuesday. the Spartans 15-41
were hoping to stretch their win
streak to three by knocking MI Santa
Clara on Wednesday.
But the Broncos (5-3). with a
little help from it sloppy Spartan defense, scored twice in the fifth innning and handed SJSU its first shutout of the season, 2-0.
"Our defense has been very
good all season long, SJSU baseball coach Sam Piraro said. "But in
the fifth inning, we broke down and
save Santa Clara five outs."
Junior right-hander Anthony
TelMrd was once again the victim of
limited offensive support.
In his three starts (22.1 innings)
so far this season, the Spartans bite
sc-ored just three runs.

By John Bagley
I ,erybody has a chance to
,A ell..
Schweninger said. "What
Daily stall writer
With a sixth -place finish in the really hurts us is when someone will
shoot a 72 the first round and follow it
first round of action at the Bums Inv
tational Tournament in Hawaii on up with all 82."
The team has entered five tournaWednesday. the SJSU". men’s guilt
ments since the fall, each time finteam should he happy.
The Spartans. believ ed to he the ishing III the top Ill.
Kea Smith. the team’s top peronly team in the NCAA without a hillyHigh
LAGUNA Ill .(’H (AP)
funded pmgram, shot a team total ia limner, leads the squad with a 74.1
stroke as erage after 15 rounds of play. school football rach Cedrick Hard2144. UCLA krals the field with 271
rim. st on a drug charge
man,
whose
11 seems SJSrs financial trou- If is best finish was in the USF Fall In- prompted a recall drive in the Laguna
vitational where he look lit th in the 20bles didn’t hinder their performance.
Beach Unified School District, has reAt last week’s "A Day with team field.
education, it was
John Kennaday has the team’s signed to pursue his
Ken." la lund-raising tournament at
reported Thursday.
the Almaden Country Club featuring best single -round score in competitive
former SJSU guilt greats Ken Venturi play. !le tired a 68 at the Pacific Coast
Hardman, formerly a standout deand Rodger Malible) the team raised Intercollegiate, finishing seventh over- - fensive end for the San Francisco
two scholarships and pocket money for all. At the USC Southwestern Invita- 49ers of the National Football League.
tional, he finished fourth with a total was a "walk on" coach who did not
their upcoming tournaments.
"The toumament last week was a til 216.
teach at Laguna Beach High School.
Drew Ham, a junior from Allot of work lor the team hut worth it."
lie submitted a letter to the school
SJSU men’s -golf’ coach Dick Schwe- berta. Canada, finished third at the
ninger said. "Anytime we can im- Stanford Fall Invitational with a total hoard Tuesday, saying he would not
of 213. Before coming to SJSU, Hain reapply for next season.
prove the program it’s always a plus.
"We are a good team." he said. won the Alberta Open.
Hardman, 38, was arrested on a
Barry Fyans, a freshman from felony cocaine charge last September.
’The only real problem is insult it rent
funding We just don’t have all of the British Columbia, Canada, is a new- Al his arraignment, a South Orange
comer to the team. Despite vtaly play- County Municipal Court .judge ordered
facilities the other big schools have.
Despite the funding problems. ing three rounds, his scoring average is
Schweninger feels this leant can really 76.0.
With the spring golf season just
play the game.
"Anyone can break par at any getting under way, hopefully the SJSU
time." Schwentnger said. "The key is team will find its consistency and
make it to the NCAA finals in June.
consistency.’’
"If we can stay away from the
The five -man squad, as of late,
has performed like a roller-coaster high rounds," Schweninger said.
"We
will do lust Mai .
ride.

"We had a key inning in the
first when we had the bases loaded,"
Piraro said. "Thai ems it %cry important inning for us If you can score
that early with a guy like TellOrd
pitching for you. it adds a lot of pressure to the other team.
In all. the Spartans had 10 hits
and stranded 11 runners.
"We just couldn’t get a key hit
to save our lives." Piraro said. "It’s
been a concern of mine since October. I haven’t had a good feeling
about it ever since we started playing
winter hall.’’
Telford 11-2. 2.42 ERA) went
the distance against the Broncos, allowing just four hits and two runs,
both unearned.
"He pitched well enough to
win. Piraro said "lie’s ilea run
into some real tough luck lately."
In the Broncos’ filth, catcher
Troy Buckley led oft with a ground
hall to third that Eric Nelson couldn’t
get a handle on.
With no outs, the Broncos tried

Ex-49er Hardman
quits coaching job

MW

1987 SJSU Football Recruits
Name
Alcantara. Rill

Pos. Ht. Wt. CIIISS
LB

6-2 210 JR

Allen, Marvin
Blackshear. Ed
Brown, Norman
Cantab. Greg
Christensen, Kevin
Coffee. John
Collins, John
Gooden, Chris
Guthrie, Stolen
Hodges. Shawn
Hooker, Doug
leatutulu, Lade
Lewis, Robert
Lopez, Tommy
Moore. Anthony
Moore. Steve
Morton, Tyrone
Richmond, George
Serrano. Mario
Smith, Freddie

DL
CB
LB
OB
FB
CB
OG
CB
DL
WR
WR
OT
WR
LB
CB
LB
LB
TE
DL
CB

6-4 250 SO
5-10 175 JR
6-3 205 JR
6-3 210 FR
6-0 210 JR
6-3 180 JR
6-2 240 JR
5-11162 JR
6-1 260 JR
6-3 185 JR
5-10 175 JR
6-3 285 JR
5-11165 JR
6-1 220 JR
5-10 175 JR
6-3 225 JR
6-0 215 JR
6-3 235 JR
6-1 240 JR
6-1 164 FR

Stamps. Bobby
Taylor, Jay
Llrbaleto, Tony
Wells Scott
Wisch Jason
Zentner, Jeff

TB
CB
OT
WR
C
GI.

5-10 190
5-10 170
843 268
5-10165
6-3 235
6-2 P45

JR
JR
JR
JR
JR
PR

Last School Hometown
Mt. San Antonio CC
Rancho Cucamonga. CA
Taft CC W Palm Beach, Ft
Riverside CC Riverside, CA
San Jose CC San Jose, CA
Waxahachie HS Waxahachie, TX
Fresno CC Clovis, CA
Fresno CC Fresno, CA
Phoenix CC Phoenix, AT
Phoenix CC Phoenix, Al
Chabot CC Marshall. MO
El Camino CCiDana Point, CA
Glendale CCAltadena, CA
San Francisco CC -San Francisco, CA
San Joaquin Delta CC/Lodi, CA
Glendale CC,Los Angeles, CA
Phoenix CC ’Coolidge, AZ
Pasadena CC Danville, IL
Arizona Western CC E Orange, NJ
San Joaquin Delta CC t al, CA
Glendale CC/Los Angeles, CA
San Gorgonio HS
San Bemardino,CA
Fullerton CC Nuevo, CA
Grournont CC San Diego, CA
Citrus CCANest Covina, CA
Kings River CC Selma, CA
Phoenix CCiPhoentx, AZ
Canoga Park HSWoodland Hills, CA

Editor’s note See next weeks Daily tor a story on SJSU’s 1907 footbiill recruits

Craig Kohlruss Daily staff photographer
heat the Warriors 8-3, then lost to Santa Clara 2-0 Wednesday.
SJSU opens up a three -game series with IV -Davis today in Davis.

him to enroll in a drug-rehahilitation
program. The court may drop the felony charge if Hardman successfully
completes the program.
Hardman also faces a misdemeanor charge of resisting arrest, which is
scheduled bra court hearing Feb. 25.

to move the runner over w ah a hunt.
Telford had no problem picking this
one up. but his throw was off target.
allowing the runners to move up.
After yielding an RBI single to
designated hitter Rich Samhado. Telford missed the mark again on a pick off attempt allotting the second
Bronco runner to cross the plate.
The Spartans chalked up four
errors in the Santa Clara game, the
most they’ve made in a game this
season.
For the Spartans upcoming series against IX -Davis. Piraro is
counting on this kind of consistency
at the plate.
"We’re talking about using the
counts more effectively." Piraro
said. "For example, a count of 2 and
0 or a count of 3 and 0 we refer to as
power counts. This is when we try to
avoid getting jammed with an inside
pitch, and try to drive the ball.
"With one strike. our hitters try
Id go to the opposite field." Piraro

continued. "And with two ’,mkt,.
we try to go up the middle.-Teti Spartans that have been
successlul at the plate this season are
right -fielder Rob Thomas 1.441 . nine
game hitting streak) and second baseman Chris I..asaca (.370).
%father permitting. the Spartans will use their oftensive stategy
against a tough Aggie pitching staff
at 2:30 p.m. today in Das is. Dan Archibald 12-0) is slated to start for
SJSU.
"UC-Davis has always produced good pitching that always
gives San Jose State lit’..’’ Piraro
said.
For Saturday ’s noon doubleheader at home against I )is is, the
Spartans will go with Jell Knopf in
the first game. Possible starters in the
second game are Al Bacosa, Mark
Dover or Matt MePerik.
The Spartans also have a
makeup game at USF ii Sunday..
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SJSU WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL

For one week only, order and saw on the goki flog of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative.
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Congratulations

Hardman reportedly wants to
complete his bachelor’s degree at UCIrvine.

Spartan Gymnasium
at 4th & San Carlos
Students $2
Adults $3
For Information Call
(408)277 -FANS
Funded by Associated Students
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On This Date...

Campus

. . . in 1935

A plan restricting the scheduling of 75 -minute
classes
on Mondays and Wednesdays and to reduce the high number of unused classrooms on Fridays was passed by the Academic Senate.

The 1.1.5.5. Macon. which churned majestically over
San Jose two days ago on her way to escort battleships of
the fleet into San Francisco harbor, plunged into the sea ten
miles off Point Sur near Monterey shortly after five p.m.
yesterday. Eighty-one of the men aboard were accounted
for at an early hour this morning.
Due to less class sections for general education classes.
At 5:15 p.m. an S.O.S. call was sent from the 784 foot
more than 1 .(XX) students have been denied enrollment to dirigible, saying that the ship was falling into the sea and
classes
in
such departments as English. Communica- that the crew was preparing to leave the ship.
G.E.
tions and History.
Further reports indicated that the Macon immediately
broke up. An unconfirmed rumor stated that the stern ot he
Macon had exploded thus causing the collapse of the restit
In efforts to make San Carlos Street safer for pedestrithe vessel.
ans, the university administration is considering posting
temporary gates along the street between Seventh Street and
MacQuante Hall.
. . . in 1951

A strip taken from a ceiling in the Engineering Building’s breezeway Friday was found to he 1(10 times lower in
asbestos than the California Occupation Safety and Health
Administration standards.

A series of four short hells tomorrow will signal the
San Jose State college practice air raid alert at an undisclosed time.
More than 6(X*) students and 4(X) instructors will file
into designated safety areas in barracks and buildings at the
air raid signal. The alert is being conducted to test the college Defense and Disaster committee’s evacuation plan.

Starting this semester, SJSU all residence halls will
allow the installation of bunk beds, giving students the option of more space in their rooms.

. . . in 1959
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Actress insists she really loves beef
this week.
"I do avoid ’fatty foods.’ but
have retained red meat in my diet."
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State college student fees will be increased from $44 to
.$126 a year if the proposed budget of Governor Edmund G
Brown is approved. The budget showed California’s lawSports
makers how they could gain S12,6000)0 by raising student
Although the SJSU women’s tennis team started out fees at the university and state colleges. The increase would
two players short, the tennis coach said she felt confident raise the cost of registration at SJS to $70 a semester, alabout a success f ill season.
though past policy has been low cost schooling to students.

DES MOINES. Iowa (API -Ac- dustry. She and actor tames Garner
tress Cybill Shepherd, spokeswoman star in a $30 million "Beef, Real Food
for a multimillion -dollar effort to per- For Real People" ad campaign sponsuade people to eat beef, has angered sored by the beef industry.
some cattlemen with recent published
"I could just see Iowa producers
comments that she tries to avoid red
everywhere revolting." said Dorothy
meat.
Faidley. chairwoman of the Iowa Beef
Asked to reveal her latest beauty Industry Council, where heel is a $1.7
tip, the "Moonlighting" television billion industry.
show star was quoted in Family Circle
Shepherd says she was misqumagazine as saying
ve cut down on oted.
fatty foods and am trying to stay away
’The comments attributed to me
from red meat."
were released by my publicity office,
The remark was not well received hut they were not entirely correct,’’
by beef backers. since Shepherd is a she wrote to the magazine in a letter
national spokeswoman for the beef in- released by the Beef Industry Council
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Council spokesman Craig Mitchell said- the group doesn’t think the
campaign will he spoiled by the quote.

’I

Family Circle editor Arthur Hettich said the magazine couldn’t reach
Shepherd, so it relied on quotes supplied by her publicist. He said he probably won’t agree to the ad agency’s demand for a retraction, but added that
he may publish Shepherd’s letter.
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Shepherd’s publicist. Ann But (man, did not return phone calls seeking comment.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD

ABUSE

TREATMENT

PRO-

GRAM Entrance personal & pro
...alone! growth as Volunteer In
tern In world renowned local
program
Counseling, support
services. admIn date processing,
public awareness, fund -felting,
etc 131- & mono-lingual. all ma,
or., grad & undergrad Experience front clerical to post-grod.
Intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICE F PO Box
952, S J 95108. call 280-5055
SCHOLARSHIPS. GRANTS, aid avail... for college. graduete school
Scholarship Matching Center. I 1100-USA-lndext 8132
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAl PI, AN
Enroll now. Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For Information
end brochure see A S Office or
call (408) 371-6811

COMPUTERS
WE

SF1 I

IBM COMPATIFIl F

puter

com-

XT complete system for

$sro.

AT

system tor
$1195 PC -CON. computer & an
complete

yeas." 404 5 34d SI . corner or
San Salvador, 795-1806 We accept Visa or MC

FOR SALE
futons up to 25% on all homes
through Feb 28th Customs Fu,
tons & Pillows Plus. 900 S Winchester Blvd (between Moorpark
& Williams) San Jose 296-6181
LANDLORD QUITS’ Everything new.
Menreas sets -queen 5185, lull
5145, 13 pc bedroom set $265. dinette-4 chair $135, 5-chair $175
Call 996-9872

are awarded. Internships are possible, & you may earn 2.3.4 Credits qtr or semester During your
winter. spring & especially summer breaks, full time work is avail
Call today for into & on interview.
or coil Mon -Fri between 1Ciam &
2prn 275-9685 If the line is busy.
please be patient & try ego.
equal opportunity company
PART-TIME

An

CLERICAL

&pros
20
hes Mr, phones, type, data entry.
clear English *peaking Contact
Denis. 277-3238(0n campus)

PART TIME JOBS., We market auto
club memberships for the mwor
Oil

companies
Part-time. easy
hours, weekly paychecks 57 to
515 hourly commission, complete
training provided Great aspen.

ence for your resume R C SMITH
CORP. 247-0570
SALES. $6-010 hr. flexible
hours Great customer Hal Stan
IMMEDIATELY
Green
Thumb
Lawn Service 249-0556
RESEARCH

PAPERS.
16,278
to
choose from-all subjects Order
catalog today with VISA MC Of
COD Toil free hat ilne-800-351.
0222. In Calif 12133477’6726. or
rush $250 to Research Assistence, 11322 Idaho Ac.. #206SN. Los Angeles, Ca 90025 Co.
torn research also evellablicall
levels

bell Full prIvii. mesh.. dryer. etc
0325 me Inc! utile 377-1654
ROOM

IN SPACIOUS 3 bedroom
house, $320 mo $100 ’no for 2
Prlyete bath kitchen privileges
George Tony at 947-8052

ROOMMATE
WNT13,
CAMBRIAN
AREA
near
Lo.
Gatos
2
berm 2bth apartment Pool spa,
clean to share with neat, professional & or student, prefer gay IRmale $3505 deposit. 559-4063
ROOMS & APARTMENTS for rent.
Rooms from 5250 aro Beautiful
Victorian. pool & all utilities Inc!
Block frrn SJSU Clean. quiet. &
sale Call now -Chris at 971-6094
mornings
BORM. 2RA APARTMENT. 5650 rno
Secured building, perking. walk to
SJSU Call 279-5078
2 ROOMS FOR RENT, even Mar lst 3
bed 1 5th duplu-0300 $225 ME
dap
no srnoke pets
st rho
Clean quiet new crpts ve dry Stephanie 299-5470. leans message
DECORATOR APARTMENT.
1920
CONDO style. I bedroom Available for mature person I ong term
preferred Most be financially responsible. clean. quiet and sober
only 551-553 5 6th St. 293(.989 267-2077 alter 5pen S450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY
14 CORN 4000 sq If bldg for lease Lg
central area dining we. kitchen, 5
baths, by SJSU 268-1750

LOST AND FOUND
LOST’ TWO WEDDING RNGS in Cash
lees LADIES RN 79 REWARD
for my wed

mga

No questions
Coll 266-8176 tv mes

PERSONALS
DANCING

QUALITY FUXIN. Sole matching chair,
2 end tables. 3 brass
col table
!wimp.. dinette set, 554-2993
OWN A NEW GRAND
10-speed for less than
$65 MHC Bicycle Sales otters
law-Cost transportation needs for
Me student All sales rind 30 day
guar.!. Days 942 7736. Foes

YOU CAN
DELTA

293-478055k for Joe

HELP WANTED
HIRING’
CRUISEL INES
Pay
Good
Career’
Summer
Travel Call for guide, cassette.
now...mice’ (916) 944-4444 .20

AIRLINES

CLERK. PROCESS DONATIONS for
non-profit theatre Maintain data
base No asp nu 10 hrs wit $5 hr
294,7595

COUNTER HELP NEEDED for established athletic club Approv 16
hours per week Call 296-1676
OPERATORS
PROC
NEEDED at VARIAN Full time.
weekend shift (Friday. Saturdsy.
Sunday. Monday) Requires US
Citizenship. a technical orienta-

EXHAUST

tion end good record keeping
alliis Call
at (415) 493 1800
eat 445
EDNESS INSTRUCTOR WANTED for
established eithkrlic club, Call
29E1676

rittsioixii SOPHOMORE

Typo

40

Prescription
Pharmacy Ali wire MW F 3.7pm
30ern 3prn SC hr to start
A Sal
Will train Call tor *put 2695281

WPM

tensive on the loto training proof., Good math & reeding skills
are a plus Some evening & week
end positions are available &
some tieelbility is allowed during
final exams in addition, II you
qualify, corporate scholarships

PHONE

FUTONS. GRAND OPENING SAL F et
our new location Save IP% on all

Cell Alec Sydnor

will earn S11 75 starting’ PT (20)
earn per Mr equal 5235 FT 1401
earnings per ark equal 5470 No
up is needed because of Our in-

Willow GI.

JOBS. JOBS, JOBS( ideal lot an.4
dent. loin our marketing stele
Take now end renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon Weds &
Sal & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
MOTHERS HIFI PER’ Cm A Board
111 50 rho Ito houukeping, er
rands. baby.n two yr old Pert
Mee 3 eves 4-9orn Cell 781 7131
PAINT & FUL I TIME (UTAH IlEi
National firm preparing for Spring
Summer up* If ocCePted.

SAL ES-Intrst.excIt

oppty pike

gd

money sell PENINSULA NAG
/SINE Cathy Sand 415-3698800
Full
OFFICERS".
SECURITY
time pert time. all shifts We Wilt
train Apply in person Mon -Fri
gern-4prn, 260 Meridian Ave. San
Jose. cell 786-58410
STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Start at $500
per hour Apply in Director’s Office on lop floor
WAITERS A WAITRESSES COCKTAIL
HEI Pi Mitsic s NIghtclub. S let
St Call 297-0297 for appoint

HOUSING
AFFORDAIU F HOUSING’ Near San
Jose State tor students Don t
hassle parking, walk to school
free utilities, monthly disc Fully
fur.... color TV VCR and
housekeeping service Shored or
single rooms available Oblc 72
N 5th St , cid? 998-0734

FOR

RENT 3 bdrrns 1 1 2
CONDO
bath 7 story, patio, enclosed ga
rage, cable, reedy NOW 2 miles
from SJSU. 5830 mo . last mo
deposit Call 926-2009 otter 8prn
GRANNY FIAT (unhirni 1 br, fire
piece, polio, pot entrance, on
street perking. 10 minutes to
ideal for discrete sin,
SJSU
gle coupe. 5550 pus oil
Mar 1. call 946-3343

Avon

HOUSE TO SHARE in quiet foothill
area 1 or 2 hernaie non-smkrs to
share 3 bd. home 10 min tun
SJSU Walk to bus. shopping,
5335 mo
$275 me
Call 729-3529

utilities

HUGE 255th, 2tidrin APT Sundult. 6
clouts sec beds 1 blk hen SJSU
Perfect for 4 al 570000 S175 es
141F William 514th, 2875)16
RGE

CI F AN QUIET COURTYARD

opt for students & professionals
195 F Reed corn S 51h St Call
6400
ins 777-8238 $515 me
dep
ROOMA TES WANTED, 2 nonsmokers
to abate quiet Abe home in Camp-

GIRLS
seek
attractive
women to keep ATHLETIC man
happy artille are re away. Promises e bun time (believe us.) Call
MARTIN 179-9860 Happy Valentine s Day, i OPE, your fount.
DANCING GIRI SOW OW

DON’T PASS HIM UP. My brother is a
worm I m surprizIng him on his
23rd BIRTHDAY wily this letter
because he TOO SHY and MODEST to do himself Notice M an ad
He wants an involved and loving
with
special
relationship

line solution Your body forgets
he water
The muscle. Met
usually hold you against gravity
use now lei Go The uperlence
is like fluting in space Results,
Total muscular relavation You
come away from the uperience
heeling you’ve been vacationing
for a week in Maul Call now Mr in-

Classified

formation or better still, as a first
lime floeter call for an appoint
merit and bring this ad for 254.

a research prolecl If you have
had low back pain for more than
.is months & are 20-55 years old.

discount
float for 530 TRANIT v Pt ACE, 445 Washington

oun

St
Santa Clara. Ca
7200

please
cell
the
(400)244-8907.401

(408) 743-

information 4.11(415)887-2977
HI KELP Please know that lam madly
In LOVE with my Bestest Bud’
HAPPY Vet -N-TINY s Day,
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TIONli Shabbal dinners. parties.
Sunday brunches. lectures, Tuesday Lunch and Learn , Israeli
dancing
holiday celebrations
For information call HOW et 2948311

DATA ANALYSIS

Clear excl.nations reasonable UNI & rouble.

MK, TER, L ADORN. MYRA. MUF. JEN,
PASIMIE. JAYMIE, SUI. II ell CHI
0. OUT IN SUNNY CAIFORN1A
Best Valentine Day Wishes mm

Hale slatIslics ZBS
Assoc , (415)349-4407
EDITORIAL

your FLYING SWEETIES, NAN &
AL
H.

Plumb

inspired
since I Iasi saw you! Let’s meet In
the Music Room on Friday altar
130 DON’t PASS BYE, KEVIN

Valentines

SHI Electronics is committed to offer low cost consulting needs tor the student Call
days 942,7736. Eves 293-4780

week.

ask lor Joe
WOMEN. YOU CAN take control of
your eating 11 binging & purging
are serious concerns. you are in Lilted to perticipale In

FL ECTROI YS1S
Ct URIC",
UNWANTED HAIR removed lower
Confidential
335 S
Baum.
Ave San Jose. call 24774416 for
eppointmeni

study to

break the b p cycle The approved
program is safe, indtvkluall.od.
completely conic:tenths!
FREE
In quallh. worn. It begins
soon so call 370-3741 trom 9-4

KEYS MADE LOCKOUTS opened. rekeying. lock & deadbolls In.
stalled, master keying Cell 900

days NOW b demonstrated suc
cessiul, 11 0111 be mull for In

to 6 00 Mon thru Sat (Sun by
erupt only) licensed-bonded -mobile itr, discount on labor with
thl. ad Special rates tor senior

SERVICES
RACKACHE

citizens, SJSU students. Watt &
faculty FREE estimates EMER
GENCIES ANYTIME. Call Ron
Hughes. Evergreen I ockmilh &

PALMER COLLEGE OF

CHIROPRACTIC -West is currently
accepting pittNnts for FREE so.
arnmation & hutment. as panel

rection and purpose, vocational
deep self,knowliedge,
transitions,
life
relationship comparibillty, and
profound insights into 1110 dynamics and your soul path I have
guidance,
clarifying

been in private practice as Professional Psychic Consullanl end
Astrologer eince 1970 end use
vast array of techniques In sem
Inc you A single seulon does
the iob-erneringly rapid. effective
and practical 175 hr. 54530 min
Reference., Carol 9516., N A Cali
(408) 734-9110 for appoIntment or
lobe placed on the mailing list for
lectures woreshops clams
TEMA’ P COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
men Want to eetiebfth Mating
relationship, Meese call Brien al
210-2300
Fl OTATION AFL ARA

now

Stressed

outT77 Come to the only newt"
MUT In NO(Iblen California
yourself floating on a 30% 50’

deluxe peckages
Complimentary 6 x 10
when you mention this ad For
FREE
appointment
call Paul
Smith Photogruhy at 248-1329
TUTORING

Security Services. 770-3277. San

loci.. resumes. manuecripla nd
letters Only minutes from, campus Call PJ .1 923-2309

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL
Two
finger typing got you down, Then
call Gall at A WORD OR TWO lot

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KU/IRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with
sensitive touch A variety

qualtty typing ol reports and
them 287,6442. II no answer
Wee. Move message

or pukes.. in choose fro, all
reasonably priced By appoln1merit (406) 259-5941

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAI
WORD PROCESSING
Reports,

AAAAH

PERFECTION,
LASER
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing at Its best Have
done own master’s Mule Eoperi
enc. In resumes. letters. ’hewn.

plays. reeumes. cove, & follow-up
letters. nhenuscrIpts (books, articles. short stories). trenscription
FREE SPELCHEM. copy edit tern’
quested). proof. Ohm storage Student faculty
discounts
Oulck
turnaround Santa Clara - 246.
5925
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic, business, legal word
processing needs Term pews.
reporIc resumes, cover letters.
group ’,eructs manuals.
dissulations dc All academic
formats
AP Free disk slot
age. SPF I CHF K punctution and
grammar misistance
All work

all papers All work commenter.
Per page and hourly retes Almaden Branham are. Free disk slot
age
PROF
STENO
TYPING

AA AA ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWl

Available seven days weekly
Ouick turnaround All work guar
ante. Thanks

theses & disurtedlons (Campbell.
TurabMn. /IPA 3rd ad).

themes, group prowls resumes
APA
specialty Quick ifflorn on

TYPING
EDGE ABL F in typing that, tops
trust Tony 296-2087
Thanks
St 50 per page double spaced

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Tenn pews, research

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA fast. sccurele typing and
word processing avellieble seven
days week Acederrac [liminess
end personal typing welcome
Cell 365-1017

MATH. PHYSICS Have
college degree 5 experience Fair
hic Call 286,1573

guaranteed Professional. quick &
dependable service at AFFORDA
RIF RATES" Coll Pam i 242

SERVICE al 284-4504

1661 !Santo Dorsi Further .ac
Ingo with referral dleCOUnIS.

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers, all length.
51 35 page typing & spelling
51 135 page typing & toll proof.
Campbell
reading
area -local

TYPING 5, 50 page. resume $5 & up.
minimum charge $5 We use IBM
compatible. WOideter crorr1 processor and letter quality printer
Pc-COM. 404
3rd Si . corner of
San Salvador One block from

pickup & delivery 866-6960
DAYSTAR

SECRETARIAL .
Protein.
Mout student typist and skilled
word processor Deponciabie and
fast, Perfect finished documents
from laser printer
no typos,

professional back-up & group
project. No job too small or too
large Reasonable Gil garb. at

campus Coll 215 1606
WORD EXPERTISE word Processing,
thesis dissertation ’manuscript
perfection English French Span
ish. call 371-8220

whtMout. etc ) St 50 per page
Call Sharon at 356-2717 To my
repeat clients. call to reserve time
for your promos beeore end-of

926-4370 TODAY,
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time F..
perienced, protusional word processing
papers.
theses,
resumes, onic overflow, mailings.
newsletters Student Diecounhe
Guaranteed work Only 10 mMutes from campus Words and
Mora Memel.) 973,7810

7FF s TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast. accurate WOW.
available seven days
Week EP
cat. In Me Blossom Hai Santa

semester rush Is on()
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 76E9448 Former English major can

Teresa ere. Call 355-10??

. I
\\Advertise
k\
k
\
1 277-3171 \
,

assist w gr..ab, vocabulary.
sentence
structure
Tenn reMeech papers (AP*. Turabien
Cerrepbetil
also resumes cover

ACADEMIC

AND
PROFF SSIONAI
word processing PJ s Word Processing Service offers qualify,
gueranteed work Experienced in
term papers. thesis. group pro-

lad Legibee copy plume Students
Giern
end faculty oreecome
shoo essy to locate Cell Mrs
Morton 266-9449

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approxfmately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

open and honest, and has much
In oiler tor he knows how to give

First-class metaphysical counseling la eacellent tor finding lbe di-

DE.

SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources foe Ideas or What to

end-DARREN

he loves He generous with hl.
lime, his low. end his possessions lies good looking, blonde
e nd len about 56 and slim He

F XPI ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE.

RE-wrfting

FE. IF’s is that ELECTRONIC

TRACY G. You’ve glum rem LOVE
and HAPPINESS I love you tor IV
Anticipating

SERVICES

and

avellable

Research

Thesis development preparation
Statistics All fields Catalog Bev
keep (415) 526-4957. 841-5036

been

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by a SJSU grad chyme,
your priceless memories forever
Budget

15 percent discount to students
and faculty Cell before June I.
1987 and gel your first imp! Si I 2
price ’Unwanted Hair Disappears
With My Care Gwen Cheigren
R F . 559-3500.1645 S Bascom
Ace, CC ’Heir Today Gone To-

woman He is very respaclut and
deeply effecter:rube with someone

and receive love Send replies to
David. 1563 Willowmoni Ave . San
Jose Cm 95118 HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAVE.

at

BARE IT ALL’ Slop shaving, welling.
tweezing or using chemical depilltortes Let me permanently re.
move your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini, tummy moustache. etc)

HAIR SHOW MODELS needed March
7.8.9th Cuts, colors. perm. For

TAMMY

college

Jose All work guaranteed
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Semester Rates (All Issues)_

10-14 knes $63 00
5-9 lines $46 00
15 Plus Lines $8000

Address

Phone

City A State

Zip

Phone 277-3175
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Circle ’Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale
Typing

Lost A Found

Stereo

Personals

Computers

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
ORGASM TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Classified Desk Leaded Outside DOM
Hours 910 A.M lo 330P.M.
Deadline. Two days prior to publication

San Jose State University

Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose. California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads
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A.S. seats
vacated.,
two resign
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Credit union closer to reality

Long stretch

CREDIT UNION. from page I
Assuming Richardson believes
Credit Union can begin operations.
the lease is in order, he will inform
First. at Tuesdays meeting of the Boothe that the credit union can begin
Student Union Board of Directors, operations.
there will he a vote to amend the StuMcLennan would then tell Nigel
dent Union’s charter. If approved, the Murtagh, credit union president, to
hoard will allow the A.S. to sublease round up the volunteers and start the
an area for the credit union. McLennan Washington SqUilEC Federal Credit
said.
Union.
The lease will allow the Washing"We would like to have it started
ton Square Federal Credit Union to he by February 19, but optimistically
housed in the A.S. Business Office of we’re shooting for March I," Boothe
the Student Union.
said.
.
If SUBOD approves the charter
Still, the credit union would be
change and agrees with the terms of behind schedule.
the lease. the A.S. board of directors
Under the guidelines of the Nawill then vote on it. With approval at tional Credit Union Association, the
the A.S. level, the lease will require credit union has 60 days after applying
approval by SJSU President Gail Ful- in which to begin operations.
lerton.
The credit union should have
"We’ve shown the lease to ev- been started by Jan 21. Because of the
erybody who will have some say in delay, the credit union has been under
whether it is approved or not.’’ Boothe pressure by the NCUA.
said. "Everybody knows what’s comThe main reason lot the delay is
ing. There will be no surprises."
the historic nature of the Washington
If approved by Fullerton. the Square Federal Credit Union.
Although there are 13 student -run
lease will he presented to Richardson.
Boothe said.
college credit unions throughout the

44444

DIRECTOR. /romp/ye /
that
semester
worth three units
I need to graduate." Davies said
And that one class is all I have time
for "
Davies has been the director ol
business ;Maws on two 11.caion_
The lust occurred in the spring iii
19R6 when he filled that position’s va
cane)
The second occurred in the tall id
19X6
’They held the election and the
person that was elected did not return
to school, so in November I applied
and teas re -appointed to the position.’
he said
Day ies’ said he was thankful for
the opportunity.
"I really learned a lot about politics
it really opened my eyes even
though it was on a small scale." he
said.

4 4(4 (4 4

Students receive tips

Davies’ main responsibility Sk.m
overseeing approval of the budget and
making recommendations on who
should receive money he said.
There are currently three appla
Canis for Davies’ position. Johnson
said

FORS, from page I

( 4 (4 (4

They are Monica Kushing. a
business major. Iknise McLean, bus
ness-finace major: and Gerald Repast.
an accounting maim.
All three, plus any additional applicants, will he interviewed by a special committee on Tuesday. That committee will then recommend its choice
to Tom Binithe. A.S. President, who
will then make the final appoint inent.
The race for Miramomes’ position, A.S. Controller, has grown by
o 11,111es Itttlt1,41 ,t1tI

Michael Burke - Daily stall photographer
’Michele Tammay and Micheline Elliott timidly stroke a 40 lb.
car-idd snake
I ’Mow gli, usc lied h Demetrios FS ans.
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Jamie,
Happy valentines Day!!
You’re the Greatest’
I Love You Tons!
Love S. Kisses
Lynn

HAVE A
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
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I LOVE YOU MONICA,
ALWAYS AND
FOREVER
KEITH

I

Love, Duke i

1 .11111 \

How
about the nest dance and some
romance?
\

Is1011 is

if Wu.

You’re the most "AWESOME"
Big Sis. Happy Valentine’s Day.
Rho Beta X U Sisters Forever
Love YLS, Alli
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S.J.S.U.
’Volleyball Team
Thanks For All
The Good Times!
Love C.C.

ADAM
to The Sort. Hops We up Had.
To The MIK/1001115 To Come
Happy Valente,.c nay
ove You.
ANNA

Princess

COrgl

I can’t wait to spend

Liebe Oich
theme fchon Modchen!

BPAA

Alentem,’

PRINT SHOP. from page!
"Even with a good location, high prices would still
drive people away." Lee said.
Lee decided to lower the
Mil -service price from It) cents
to seven cents a rip) to keep the
shop competitive with other
print shops.
Now self-service copying
is also available for five cents a
copy.
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JEFF,
Nippy Volution’ Oar
To Mr Fiorito Shoo Dig.
WYE YOU,
NEKAYA

Cliff :a

%um,

’
I I I

Jerry,
Happy Anniversary, honey!
Valentine’s Day is our day,
Thanks for a wonderful,
fun year.
Love Always, Sue

Drew’ Man,
I can’t wait for S.F. and
Monterey! I lappy Valentine’s
Day!
Love You.
Patty

Deo( Jenifer
Happy Valentine/Day.
I Love You Very.
Vevy Much.
Love RJ

I ly
Y

Lynn finne,
earn if 0 Du,
ore o Pore.
Love.
flr’lI

Kathy.
PLEASE give me a chance
That’s all task
Love,
DB

Ycv.’ioutiuctveil
El Guapo!

GEORGE,
1. I’ll Love You

my lied choir,. on matter what
ono
I it,,.
Zappy rOalentine’r ’Oari
Zug,.
Strom
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You’re *1 with me always
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PAUL CULBERTSON
Night and Day
You Are The One For me.
Will you Be my Valentine?
I LOVE YOU
JEN

I lappy

IF Forever!!
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MICHEL

To ’,Melissa
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Non-stop
sales for
print shop
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Happy Valentine’s
Day

Peter
Happy
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To all those

United States, this would he the first
within the CSLI system. McLennan
said.
’We’re trailblazers,’’ Boothe
said. "This has never been done before. That is why we’ve had to go
through what we’ve had to go through.
We will he a model for other CSU
shoots.
Because the credit union is student run, the lease has been made to
say that the AS. the Student Union,
SJSI.J. CSU, and the State of (’alifornia are not connected with the credit
union in any way.
Fullerton has said that the university must stay an "arm’s length" from
the credit union’s operation for legal
reasons.
Boothe said he believes that the
present lease accomplishes this.
At Wednesday’s meeting, there
was talk.. of changing the name from
the Washington Square Federal Credit
Union to something that would associate it with the students. Possibly, the
A.S. Washington Square Federal
Credit Union, McLennan said.

people

happerri.

Frdhlich Valentine Tog

you.
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the rest of my life with

I Illme

interview . . An employer can determine it you really want the job." Gage
said.
But Morgan said he never had
any concrete plans. "I only knew I
wanted to work face-to-face with people," he said.
Now Morgan sees himself as the
type of person who will change jobs
every three years. he said.
The Wednesday meeting in the
Student Union Umunhum Room was
sponsored by Students for Affirmitive
Action and the Career Planning and
Placement Center.
The panel members have been involved with career planning for SJSU
students, said Debra Sampson Boogaard, of the Career Planning and
Placement Center.

GREG
I wont everyone here to
know how much I love youl
Were gonna be okay! I juit
know itl I love you!
HAPPY VRLEIITI0E1 DRY

IM VI?

Gerk-o

:40

I

,tritttirer

lack-ol ;ill trades. so when they
wake the cuts. you can move."
"Focus
ii developing your
weaknesses... said Henry Gage. Jr.. a
engineer lot Hewlett-Packard.
"II there’s an area you’re not
strong in, develop those skills."
But there are times when a person
should he reads to make career
changes on his own, Gage said.
-Keep aware of your envinmmem and know when to get out of
dead-end projects." he said.
Although all panelists said that
workers should keep their options
open. they- differed in their approaches.
"Have clear oi,r- ti yes when you

Lore ya Rahe...non’t change

rStacY,
1
1 You’re Still
’ -U-tiful. a1

/14.M

Wedge and Dan -o
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’Bahr!
Idorruarlieallo,
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Daily

the rcst of my life
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Lisa, Sexy Babe!
Will You Be Mine?
Love, George

stele heist it tow do.,
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Petely.
I crave u io /weeny.
Bernice Of IWO Coptoin E0 will cry!
Chicklet

To The

Daily Editor
Spartan
You,tAire Nom My Valentine
,F00,,RvEZELI

KJ.
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Rabbis.
Thanx for all the
happiness!
I love you!
Bahr Doll

Phil "Goof)" Wong
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!
You will are wonderful
I will love you 4 -ever
We are marry meant for
each other And it will stay
that way.
Always me,
Mikkat

Dinner Tonight?

Ify Treat If I ma He Hy
’Valentine.
411 tit Lnet. Shirley

K.C.
Your Valentine is
Sweetened With
Hugs and Kisses.
G.T.
Be Mine.

Ye tionehis-Ilese
Ag Nappy 11-11avl
y Love ’11, #340

Don’t forget
Who Love/
Baby.
(JEG ELASER DEGI)

TO TONY:
# I 7!n Ms Program

#1/pt My Heart
Don’t Forget My Chocolate!
Love ’Li Lucy
Carrie, Laura, Michelle:
I’m a year RICHer knowing
you.
Love and Thanks

Hey Schizophrenic...

I LOVE YOU!

4#411r

